CoA 2017 Open House and Spring Awards

BARCH 1ST YEAR STUDIO AWARDS
Samuel Horwitz Memorial Scholarship
Jiajun Liu

BARCH 2ND YEAR STUDIO AWARDS
Samuel Horwitz Memorial Scholarship
Benjamin Hur

BARCH 3RD YEAR STUDIO AWARDS
Dwight T. Black Memorial Scholarship
Sumin Oh

BARCH 4TH YEAR STUDIO AWARDS
Dwight T. Black Memorial Scholarship
Team of Clayton Knapp and Mario Serrano

BARCH 3rd OR 4th YEAR SCHOLARSHIP
Sherwin E. Small Scholarship
Layalee Elzahdan
Mattie Galgan
Marcus Malesh
Anida Phetchanpheng
Landon Vowels

BRONZEVILLE TURN CENTER COMPETITION
1st place project: Wejdan Afaneh and Elham Mirzaei
2nd place project: Samantha Sheppard and Caleb Vick

CLOUD SCHOLAR MENTOR AWARDS
Kevin Koscuiulek
Somin Lee
Julia Mosqueda
Jacob Wall
Bryan Bietsch
Dan Costa Baciu
Sreyasi Kommana
William McGuire
Lauren McPhillips
Nicholas Van Antwerp

MARCH AWARDS
Nagle/Hartray Scholarship
Sibo Fei,
Weil Loebl Scholarship
Yue ‘Rebecca’ Liu
Brothers Finfer Scholarship
Team of Sari Khaiyat, Noor Alzaben, and Lazarus Swamidoss
Team of Linchao Ma, Chen Wu, and Julia Xavier Wanderly
Team of Hongyi Cai, Junho Choi, and Luis Del Rincon
Team of Malyadri Sreyasi Kommana and Kurt Perenchio

MLA AWARDS
Richard H. Driehaus Scholarship
Yitong Du
Jingnan Ma
Jiaming ‘Jamie’ Sun
Zhimin ‘Emily’ Yang

DC/VISUAL TRAINING AWARDS
Peterhans Visual Training Project Prize
Laid Omeri
Team of Hayden Van Slooten, Blake Hageman, and Conner Corbett
Jonathan Beskin
Joseph Pinto
Arthur Salonen
**CLOUD STUDIO AWARDS**

**Danforth Traveling Fellowship**

Team of Marina Khakhayeva and Fanny Vallo

Team of Minjung Ku, Stephen Hsueh, and Chuanying Zheng

Team of Chandell Gadbois, Daniel Godziszewski, and Melanija Grozdanoska

Team of Diana Gros, Sean Francis, Katsia Seviarnchyk and William Erickson

Team of Tiange ‘Jason’ An and Yu ‘Fish’ Si

**Jerrold Loebl Traveling Fellowship**

Sean Hutchison

**PHD AWARDS**

**Joseph J. and Janice Yohannan Award**

Jamil Binabid
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS

Women’s Architectural League Foundation (WALF) Scholarship

Samantha Sheppard
Lauren McPhillips

Association of Licensed Architects (ALA)

BArch: Julia Mosqueda
MArch: Lauren McPhillips
MS: Pegah Shabehpour
Cloud Studio: Il Hwan Kim
PhD: Cynthia Vranas

HACIA Scholarship (Hispanic American Construction Industry Association)

Julia Mosqueda
Juan Azuero

Chicago Chapter of the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) Scholarship

2nd place: Jacob Wall
1st place: Somin Lee

The Landscape Architecture Foundation’s Olmstead Scholar:

Jiaming (Jamie) Sun

Illinois Chapter, American Society of Landscape Architects (ILASLA) Award of Merit or Honor

Honor Award: Yu Si
Merit Award: Stephen Ulman

Landscape Architecture History/Theory Book Award

Stephen Ulman

PHD

Architectural Research Centers Consortium, King Student Medal for Excellence in Architectural and Environmental Research

Ahmed Ali Hassan

Best Dissertation: Saad Alghamdi
Spirit Award: Anat Mor-Avi

AIA Chicago Award Nominees

Team of Ilhwan Kim and Natalia Struk

Team of John Baldwin, Jeremy Gentile, Rajkumar Singh

Team of Mikel Beerra, Maria Mateu, Brianda Mireles, and Daniela Sesma Espinoza

Team of David Walczyk, Peter Rigali, and Bruno Falcones Plaza

Team of Mario Serrano and Samantha Sheppard

Schiff Foundation Fellowship for Architecture Design Nominees

Team of Stephen Hsueh, Minjung Ku, Chaunying Zheng

Team of Caleb Baldwin and Faiza M Uppal

Team of Chandell Gadbois, Daniel Godziszewski and Melanija Grozdanoska

Team of Andrew Armetta and Jared Davis

Team of Jinjoo Yoo, Wenda Wei, and Karla Garcia

Alpha Rho Chi Medal

B. Arch: Jeremy Gentile
M. Arch: Daniela Sesma Espinoza

Henry Adams Medal and Certificates

B. Arch
Certificate: Melanija Grozdanoska
Medal: Il Hwan Kim

M. Arch
Certificate: Diana Marcela Gros
Medal: Andrew Armetta, Jared Davis, Mark Szostak
**BEST-IN-SHOW**

1\textsuperscript{ST} YEAR: Joseph Jujinami
2\textsuperscript{ND} YEAR: Blake Hageman
3\textsuperscript{RD} YEAR: Deniz Demir
4\textsuperscript{TH} YEAR: Mohammad Kassem

M. Arch 1: Dorothy Steinbach
M. Arch 2: Team of Hongyi Cai, Junho Choi, and Luis Del Rincon
MLA: Jiong Wang
Cloud: Team of Chandell Gadbois, Daniel Godziszewski, and Melanija Grozdanoska